Top tips for fundraising for expeditions

Travel grants. very useful for covering expenses. raising £1000 is easy this way, but raising £3000 isn’t unknown!

Rag raids. raise up to £400 in one day, simply by dressing up and asking strangers for money. sounds funky, but it works. we’ll be organising at least one per term for participants to take advantage of.

Online fundraising pages. old-fashioned, but simply asking for money works. you’re fundraising for an amazing cause, one you can proudly ask for donations towards.

Sponsorship. set yourself a challenge, and accomplish it whilst raising money.

Events. think big. club nights are a classic, and can raise well over £2000 in a single night. team leaders will offer at least one team fundraising event.

These are simply starting points. Coming up with something original can always put you a step ahead. The key message - don’t be put off by fundraising, but embrace it as part of the challenge! Remember that we are always here to guide you.